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2024 Forest River Rv Wildwood 29VBUD $34,869
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Description Description 2024 Forest River RV Wildwood 29VBUD, Forest River Wildwood travel
trailer 29VBUD highlights: Rear Bunkhouse Panoramic Windows Outdoor Camp
Kitchen Versa Lounge Front Private Bedroom Fireplace When you're ready to
upgrade your RV to a unit with more sleeping space and comfort, choose this
Wildwood travel trailer, and you'll never look back. After setting up camp, put out
the large slide and prepare lunch indoors or outside at the exterior camp kitchen,
and the 18' power awning will shade you from the sun. The kids will find all their
snacks in the walk-in pantry, and they can grab a cold drink from the 11-cubic foot
refrigerator. The U-shaped dinette is a part of the Versa Lounge, and it will provide
comfortable seating space. This model features a rear private bunkhouse with a
Versa queen bed and two Versa bunks, and you will love the front private
bedroom that includes a custom king bed with Versa-Tilt and dual bedside
closets. Enjoy years and years of memories with any one of these Forest River
Wildwood travel trailers! They are built with a Dicor PVC roof membrane, a
powder coated I-beam frame, and an aerodynamic front radius profile for an
easier tow. The triple seal slide out system prevents water from seeping inside
and keeps it outside where it belongs. The Best In Class Value Package includes
upgraded designer furniture, seamless countertops with no T-mold, and two zone
residential soundbars with FM, Bluetooth, HDMI and USB. You will also appreciate
the heated and enclosed Accessi-Belly with removable underbelly panels, the
power tongue jack with an LED light, and the designated CPAP storage. Some
new upgraded features include: an upgraded slide-out fascia, a Versa-Tilt bed, an
upgraded shower head, and a 60K BTU tankless water heater, and so much more!
Bish's RV - Davenport, IA has a huge selection of Travel Trailers, Fifth Wheels, Toy
Haulers, and Motorhomes. All these RVs are priced to sell. Be sure to ask about
our "Purchase with Confidence Guarantee" to ensure you are getting the best RV
buying experience in Quad Cities and surrounding areas in East Iowa like Eldridge,
Moline, Davenport, Rock Island, & Bettendorf. Affordable prices on all new and
used RVs only at Bish's RV of Davenport, Iowa. Sleeps 8 Slideouts 1

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 75638
VIN Number: 4X4TWDE25RA279511
Condition: New

Item address 2000 E LeClaire Road, 52748, Eldridge, Iowa, United States
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